
Reception Weekly Timetable of activities 

 

 

 

Weekly Home Learning 
Learning Activities to Help Your Child at Home 

(This experience can be done in and around the home and assists your child’s development) 
 

Red words taught so far to practise and revisit: said, the, I, my, no, to, put, go, you, he, she, me, come, going, was, like, my, we, are, for, of 
The following phonic sounds have been covered so far: m,a,s,d,t,i,n,p,g,o,c,k,u,b,f,e,l,h,sh,r,j,v,y,w,th,z,ch,q,x,ng,nk,ay,ee,igh,ow, oo, oo, ar, or, air, ir, ou, oy 

This week our book of the week is: Jasper’s Beanstalk by Mick Inkpen and Nick Butterworth 

 
Here is the link to hear it read online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jemrWJX7xJo 

 

For home reading  

 
Oxford owls website has launched a dedicated home learning section to support your child’s reading with lots of free resources for parents (please sign up by registering 

an account) and free RML and Oxford Reading Tree ebooks to read under the elibrary section. Please filter the correct age group and book band level for your child and 

find books available to read online. 

 
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/?view=image&query=&type=book&age_group=Age+4-

5&level=&level_select=&book_type=&series=# 

 

 
 

 

Please also use: https://www.busythings.co.uk/play/# which has a range of cvc word, ccvc, ccvc and red word games to practise segmenting and blending for reading. Inside 

Busy things there are Literacy Communication and language resources for Reception and upper Reception that can help children practise their reading skills online. 
 

   

Red Word Of The Week: of 
 
Weekly Vocabulary:  beanstalk, bean, grow, seed, plant, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, slug, snail 
Maths vocabulary O’clock, sequence, minutes, hours, seconds, time 
Weekly Resources: analog clock, Numicon number cards, days of the week cards 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jemrWJX7xJo
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/?view=image&query=&type=book&age_group=Age+4-5&level=&level_select=&book_type=&series=
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/?view=image&query=&type=book&age_group=Age+4-5&level=&level_select=&book_type=&series=
https://www.busythings.co.uk/play/
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

AM 

CLL/Literacy/UW directed time 

20 minutes each day 

What are we learning today: 

To listen and respond to a story 

What do I need to succeed? 
I can listen to a story.  

I can discuss the story and answer 

questions.  

 

Introduce key vocabulary (author, 

title, blurb, illustrator, seed, plants, 

grow)  

Think about questions to discuss 

around the story. Introduce the text 
‘Jasper’s Beanstalk’. Click the link at 

the top of the plan. 

Point to the features of the book 

(author, title, front page, blurb 

etc…) 

Discuss the following questions with 

your child 

 What did Jasper need to grow a 

beanstalk? 
How did Jasper grow a beanstalk?  

How long did the beanstalk take to 

grow? (emphasise days of the 

week)  

Are there any other stories that 

have a beanstalk in it?  

 Have you ever planted a seed and 

watched it grow?  

EXT – Why is it important to take 
care of seeds?   

What are we learning today:  

To order events in a story.      

What do I need to succeed? 

I can order events into days of the 

week.                                   

I can discuss the lifecycle of a seed.                                          

Go through the book and the 

illustrations. Ask your child what 

happened in the story. Use 

keywords – beginning, middle and 

end.                                      Show 

the illustrations from the book and 

discuss what is happening in each 

one. Look and read days of the 

week words on each page or days 
of the week key words (see uploads 

on website page).                                   

Use the sequencing pictures activity 

sheet (see uploads on website.) to 

sort out the pictures next to the 

correct day of the week and stick 

them down in order. Discuss why 

they have placed it there. Repeat 

for remaining images. Can you 
retell the story using key phrases?     
EXT: Look at the final page and discuss what 

will happen next – emphasise the lifecycle of 
a seed.  

What are we learning today: 

To learn about the life cycle of a 

bean.   

What do I need to succeed? 

I can describe the life cycle of a 

bean. 
I can talk about the different parts 

of a bean   

 

Discuss PowerPoint (see uploads on 

the website) with the class on the 

lifecycle of a bean.  

Revisit the story Jasper’s Beanstalk 

to see if it is the same.  

At the end watch a time-lapse video 
on a bean growing.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=w77zPAtVTuI 

Discuss these questions with your 

child. 

What is the video showing us?  

Do beanstalks really grow that fast?  

Why do you think the video has 

been sped up?  
What is happening in the soil? 

What job does the roots have? 

What will this plant need to stay 

healthy and grow? 

Label the picture of Jasper’s bean- 

use uploaded activity sheet. Cut 

and stick the words or EXT: label 

using your phonic sounds. 

 
 

  

What are we learning today: 

To create a bean diary 

What do I need to succeed? 

I know what a diary is and what is 

used for 

I can use my sounds to make 
phonetically plausible attempts at 

writing words and captions. 
   

Tell your child that today we will be 

creating our own diaries to show how 

long it took for Jasper’s beanstalk to 

grow.  

  

Talk about what we use a diary for - 

a book to write daily events in, to say 

what happend. 

Make a diary with paper by folding a 
few sheets in half and stapling it 

together at the side. Practise  writing 

the days of the week on each page. 

Scribe any days of the week words 

your child needs support with. 

Sound out the word ‘Monday’ using 

your phonics. Next to Monday draw 

a picture of a bean. Repeat for 

Tuesday. Children draw a picture of 
a spade next to it. Repeat  for 

Wednesday and chn to draw a 

picture of a watering can.  

EXT complete Monday to Sunday 

diary with pictures  
 

Song about growing beans to 
sing and dance along to:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=LCKEdDEr82k 

RE 

What are we learning today: 

To learn about Palm Sunday and why 

Easter is important to Christians. 

What do I need to succeed? 

I can talk about the meaning of Easter 
to Chrstians 

I can recognise and talk about some 

symbols of Easter. 

 

Ask your child what special celebration 

is approaching? 

Who can remember what happened to 

Jesus? Why do Christians use the 

symbol of the cross? (To remind us 
Jesus died for our sins.)  

What happened to Jesus in the tomb? 

He was brought back to life, to tell 

people the power of God’s love and for 

people to believe his message.)  

Easter is a very special time for 

Christians  

(Hear the story of palm Sunday  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O
56CiH0dwLw  

Palm Sunday marks the start of holy 

week for Christians. This is the week 

leading up to Easter, Jesus' last week 

on Earth.  

Christians feel happy because they are 

praising Jesus but also sad because 

they know it was only one week later 

that Jesus died. What makes you feel 
happy? 

Traditionally, in churches on Palm 

Sunday, people are given a cross 

made from a single palm leaf. 

Ask the pupils what they think of when 

they think about Easter? 

What special events and festivals do 

you celebrate in your family? 

Why do you celebrate these special 

events and festivals? 
What special things do you do to 

celebrate? 

Have a look at this presentation 

(uploaded to website homework page) 

showing some celebrations, food, 

activities and symbols of Easter for 

discussion. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O56CiH0dwLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O56CiH0dwLw
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Make an Easter Bonnet hat. This is a 

whole school project to participate in. 

 

Make an Easter card for someone in 

your family using your sounds to write 

and read your card aloud. 

Phonics/Reading directed time 20 minutes each day 

Please see separate phonics plan.  

We are providing three different stages of phonic teaching. Please choose the stage that best suits the reading level of your child. Please ensure your child is confident in 

applying their phonic knowledge during reading and writing tasks before they move to a more challenging stage. 

LUNCH: Help set the table/ clear your plate after lunch 

PM Maths directed time 20 

minutes each day 

Resources: a geared analog clock 

Start by reading a story involving 

telling the time, if you have one 

(The bad-tempered ladybird, What’s 

the time Mr Wolf? byDebi Gliori or 

Annie Kubler) 

What are we learning today: 

To say o’ clock times 

What do I need to succeed? 
-To understand that the little hand 

Resources: a long strip of paper 

for a timeline, numicon cards 

Start by making all numbers to 20 

using the Numicon cards uploaded 

on the website. Extension: How 

many different ways can you think 

of to make number 15 using 

Numicon?(eg, one way to make 15 

is by using Numicon 8, 5 and 2 or 

Numicon 6 and 7)  

What are we learning today: 
To sequence my day 

What do I need to succeed? 

 Resources: analog clock, Numicon  

 
Start by making all numbers from 

20 to 20 using the Numicon cards 

Extension: How many different 

ways can you think of to make 

number 13 using Numicon? 

 

What are we learning today: 

To count to 1 minute 

What do I need to succeed? 
-To understand that 1 minute is 

more than 1 second. 

Resources: days of the week 

cards, stopwatch timer 

Start by reciting the days of the 

week. Ask questions such as which 

day comes after Tuesday? Which 

day comes before Friday? What day 

was it yesterday? Extension: What 

day will it be in two days? What day 

was it before yesterday? 

What are we learning today: 

To understand we can measure 
different activities in seconds and 

minutes 

Resources:  

Collections of small objects(marbles, 
shells, buttons, conkers, lids etc), a 

range of different containers, a variety 

of timing devices: sand timers, kitchen 

timers, stopwatches. 

 

Start by reciting the days of the week. 

Ask questions such as which day 

comes after Tuesday? Which day 

comes before Friday? What day was it 
yesterday? Extension: How many days 

before Wednesday? How many days 

ago was it Wednesday? 
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points to the hours. 

-To follow the big hand and 

understand how long 1 hour lasts 

for. 

Go back through the story and ask 

chn to turn the hands of a geared 

analog clock to show each hour. 

Tell your child that the big hand 

points to the top to tell us that it is 

an o’clock time, the little hand 

points to the hour number. 

Ask your child to move the big hand 

all the way round to next o’clock 

time. 

Explain that this is what the big 

hand does and an hour is quite a 

long time! 

Point out how the little hand moves 

as the big hand moves round the 

clock once. 

Extension:  Repeat for a digital 

clock. Point out how the first 

number changes, and after the 2 

dots there are always 2 zeros to 

show that this is an o’clock time. 

-To understand how to use a simple 

timeline 

-To understand what time of the 

day specific activities take place 

Draw a timeline from 7 o’clock in 

the morning to 7 o’clock at night. 

Point to the beginning of the time 

track and ask your child:   

-What are some of the things we do 

in the morning?  

-Are they different to the things we 

do at night? 

Work along the time track, 

discussing what happens at each 

time. Ask your child to guess what 
time you do certain activities. You 

could write/draw them on pieces of 

paper for your child to stick on the 

timeline.  

What time do you get up in the 

morning? 

What time do you have breakfast? 

What time do you have a snack? 

What time is lunch? 
Move your finger slowly along the 

timetrack, talking about what 

happens at each stage and asking 

your child to act out what happens 

at each time. e.g. pretending to 

wake up, having lunch, playing, 

reading, going to sleep 

Extension: Spread out cards with 

times on analog and digital clocks 
(o’clock times). Can you find the 

matching pairs? 

  

-To know that 1 minute has 60 

seconds 

Ask your child, which is longer: one 

second or one minute? 

Do we know how many seconds fit 

into one minute? 

Use a stopwatch timer to count one 

minute in seconds. 

Start with an analog clock- explain 

this is the clock with hands 

Explain that the long red hand is 

the seconds hand, it is the hand 

moving quickly 

Say-We will wait for the minute 

hand to get to the 12 at the top 
before we start counting- it will be 

one minute when the red hand goes 

all the way around and back to the 

12. 

Challenge children to get in time- 

clapping the rhythm before they 

start. 

Explain that we will now look at a 

digital clock 

How is it different to an analog 

clock (clock with hands)? 

Explain we will count a full minute 

again but this time we will see the 

numbers going up 

Say- we will start counting when 

the numbers go to 00. We will know 

it is a full minute when the numbers 

go back to 00. 

ExtensionWhy do the numbers go 

from 59 back to zero, not to 60 

secs? 

  

What do I need to succeed? 

To understand that today we are 

going to learn about minutes and 

seconds- which is shorter a minute 

or a second?  

We measure things that are very 
quick in seconds- show 100 metre 

race 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=3nbjhpcZ9_g  

We can also measure things in 

minutes. You can show 1000m race 

on Youtube. Explain in this sport 

the athletes go round a few times. 

Do we think this will take minutes 
or seconds? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=JFoSfC3LE3I 

Ask your child, do you think it 

would take seconds or minutes to 

walk up and down the living room 5 

times?  

What about taking off your shoes 

and socks then putting them back 
on again. 

Repeat with: 

-Doing ten star jumps 

-Running on the spot counting to 20 

-Singing the days of the week song 

Ask your child to think of some 

activities that would take minutes 

to do and some that will take 

seconds to do. 
Write all activities down in two 

separate columns, one for minutes 

and one for seconds. 

ExtensionUsing a timer and  

challenge your child to do some of 

the time activities suggested whilst 

being timed. 

What are we learning today: 

To measure time using different 

devices 

What do I need to succeed? 

-To know how to count and compare 

numbers 
-To understand the idea that a large 

object takes up more space in a 

container than a small object 

Place a variety of timing devices near 

a collection of small easy-to-hold 

items such as marbles, shells, buttons 

etc. and some containers. Ask your 

child how many marbles/shells/ 

buttons they think they might be able 
to put in one of the containers before 

the time/sand runs out. 

Encourage mathematical thinking 

and reasoning: 

-Encourage your child to describe to 

you what they are doing: Tell me 

about what you’re doing. How many 

marbles did you get in that time? How 

many did you get in last time? What 
will you try next?  

-Encourage your child to record their 

findings: How will you remember how 

many marbles you managed to get in 

the pot that time?  

-Help your child use their reasoning: 

Which pot has the most items? How do 

you know? What could you do to make 

sure you get more marbles in your pot 
this time?  

-Opening out: What would happen if 

you used this different timer? What 

would happen if you only used one 

hand/used both hands? What would 

happen if you used this different pot? 

What would happen if you used, for 

example, buttons instead of marbles? 

 

Extension How long might it take to 
put, for example, 20 marbles in the 

pot? This  requires your child to find 

ways of timing themselves, which is 

where a digital timer might come in 

useful. This can lead onto children 

trying to get quicker and quicker at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nbjhpcZ9_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nbjhpcZ9_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFoSfC3LE3I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFoSfC3LE3I
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putting a certain number of marbles in 

a pot. How will they know that they 

are getting quicker?  

Independent learning activities for the week 

● Plant some beans ( you can do this outside or inside with some tissue and a jar  (EAD/ PD/ PSED/UW) 

● Make easter cards for friends and family  (Literacy/psed/UW/PD) 
● Go on an Easter egg hunt around your house or in your garden  

● Make a bean diary to monitor your beans progressast fact books – use red and green words and words to talk about the changes that occur(Literacy/PD/UW) 

● Sort different beans by colour or size (EAD/MATHS) 

● Go into your garden or local park and look for plants growing ( buds on the tree, blossom, spring flowers) talk about what you find and what you notice (UW/CLL/PD) 

● Play what’s the time Mr wolf /grandma’s footsteps (Maths) 

● Paint printing with vegetables (EAD/PD) 

● Create a blossom picture using scrunched up pink tissue paper or with cotton buds to dip in pink paint ( EAD) 

● Draw a picture of your favourite plant/ flower growing at the moment (EAD/PD) 

● Make a collage of different veg and fruit cutting and pasting (PD/UW/EAD) 
● Sort your toys by which sound they start with (Phonics) 

● Help your family around the house by carrying out chores and tidying up your toys, fold your pyjamas and make your bed (PD/PSED) 

● Please continue to practise dressing and undressing with growing confidence (PD/PSED) 

● Choose an information/story book and read it yourself. Look for words you can sound out.  

● Time yourself tidying away.  Can you tidy away in less time than you did yesterday? 

● Create your own daily timeline for one of your toys or pets. 

● Draw a clock face and stick Numicon cards around each number. 

● Use scissors, felt tipped pens and cardboard boxes to make your own paper watches 

● Design a cuckoo clock and a big wall clock with cardboard 
● Make a story for each day of the week 

● Make an Easter Bonnet hat - whole school project this week! 

 

 

Here is a mood board of ideas  

 

 

 
 

Movement breaks/active learning (PD) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rz0go1pTda8&list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvQafyve889qVcPxYEjdSTl  (New Joe Wicks PE class 30 mins each day at 9am) 

https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 

https://www.gonoodle.com 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/eyfs-wiggle-waggle-index/zdw9382 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rz0go1pTda8&list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvQafyve889qVcPxYEjdSTl
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
https://www.gonoodle.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/eyfs-wiggle-waggle-index/zdw9382
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/eyfs-playtime-sock/zmvmd6f 

https://www.youtube.com/user/SingingWalrusMusic  

 

 

 

  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/eyfs-playtime-sock/zmvmd6f
https://www.youtube.com/user/SingingWalrusMusic
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Phonics weekly plan for home learning 

To practise the correct pronunciation of these sounds hear some programmes to support your child’s home learning. 

Subscribe to the youtube channel Ruthmiskin Training to have a daily online RML session. This launched on Wednesday 25th March and will deliver new content every day practising 

set 1, set 2 and set 3 sounds on the channel. The link is  here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ 

Set 1 session streams 9.30am, set 2 streams 10am and set 3 streams 10.30am 
Please note that the sessions are not lined up with where we are with the programme ( plans below) so use it as more support and a guide. Over the next few weeks they 

will have all the sessions on the channel as it rolls out. 

This is also a fun programme  to watch for after the phonics session https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqh11DN6jmbC-OTx1N8jpEo6uCTeTDszR Mr Thorne does 

Phonics. 

SET 2 weekly  

phonic plan                                

Teach  Practise Apply 

Mon   -Please 

use this script 

of teaching 
phonics 

throughout the 

week 

Phoneme of the day: 

 

oo - poo at the zoo 
 

Green words to sound out 

and blend: 

too, zoo, mood, pool, 

stool, spoon, moon, 

broom, smooth, tooth, 

moose 

Read simple captions and sentences. 

 

-A spoon in the pool. 
 

-They are in a good mood. 

 

Spicy challenge:  Is there room on the broom for a 

witch like me? 

 

-Model writing the first caption. 

-Emphasize the finger spaces between the words.  

-Mention the use of capital letters at the beginning. 
 

-Air-Practise correct pencil grip and letter formation of m, r, o and the 

sound of the day oo 

-Practise writing these sounds using the correct formation (Please use 
the mnemonics given on the Set1, Set2 and Set3 phonics chart. 

Encourage your child to write sound o using an anti-clockwise motion) 

-Read the first caption a few times, sound out the words, clap the 

number of words as you say it; child to repeat it. Hide it away. 

-Children to write the first caption from memory:  

A spoon in the pool. (help them by sounding it out in an 

exaggerating manner) 

If there is time, continue with the second sentence. 

Extension:Is there room on the broom for a witch like me? 

Tue  oo - look at the book 

Green words: 

took, look, book, shook, 

cook, foot, good, wood 

Captions and sentences to read: 

I shook my foot 

Chop the wood 

Spicy challenge: Look at the food mum cooked. 

Sounds to practise:  f, k, d and oo 

 

Write the captions and sentences of the day. 

Extension: Write the spicy challenge of the day 

Wed ar - start the car 

Green words:  

car, bar, star, park, smart, 

start, sharp, spark 

Captions to read  

The wall was high. 

Spicy challenge:  The moon is bright tonight. 

Sounds to practise:  j, s, c and ar 

Write the captions and sentences of the day. 

Extension: Write the spicy challenge of the day 

Thu or - shut the door 
Green words:  

sort, snort, worn, horse, 

sport, fork, short 

Captions to read  
Throw me the snowball 

Show me the bowl. 

Spicy challenge: Look at my plant grow. 

Sounds to practise:  w, sh, n and or 
Write the captions and sentences of the day. 

Extension: Write the spicy challenge of the day 

Fri Revisit and review the 

sounds, green and red words 

taught this week at speed. 

-Revisit the red word of the week -of- say it, read it, 

write it with your finger on your leg.  

-Choose two words from each weekly sound to sound 

out and blend. 

Captions to read and write : 

The sharp tooth of the shark 

They got out of the car 

Extension: This horse is loose in the park 

 

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqh11DN6jmbC-OTx1N8jpEo6uCTeTDszR
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Phonics weekly plan for home learning 

To practise the correct pronunciation of these sounds hear some programmes to support your child’s home learning. 

Subscribe to the youtube channel Ruthmiskin Training to have a daily online RML session. This launched on Wednesday 25th March and will deliver new content every day practising 

set 1, set 2 and set 3 sounds on the channel. The link is  here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ  Set 1 session streams 9.30am, set 2 streams 10am 

and set 3 streams 10.30am  Please note that the sessions are not lined up with where we are with the programme ( plans below) so use it as more support and a guide. 
Over the next few weeks they will have all the sessions on the channel as it rolls out. This is also a fun programme  to watch for after the phonics session 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqh11DN6jmbC-OTx1N8jpEo6uCTeTDszR Mr Thorne does Phonics. 

 We are providing three different stages of phonic teaching. Please choose the stage that best suits the reading level of your child. Please ensure your child is 

confident in applying their phonic knowledge during reading and writing tasks before they move to a more challenging stage.  

SET 1 weekly  

phonic plan                                

Teach  Practise Apply 

Mon   -Please 

use this script 

of teaching 
phonics 

throughout the 

week 

Start by revising all Set 1 sounds together. 

Phoneme of the day:   f 

(stretchy - ffffffffff)  Keep your teeth on your bottom lip and 

force air out sharply 

Say a few words that start with the sound 

fffflower, fffish, ffffrog, fffairy  

Write the new sound for your child to see. 

Ask your child to repeat as you say the sound. 

Sound out and blend the green words 

fan, fat, fab, fin, fit, fun 

If you have any magnetic fridge letters/sound cards help your 

child to form these words with them. 

Air write the sound f 

Say down the stem and draw the leaves 

Ask your child to copy. Repeat. 

Child to copy writing the new sound and saying the mnemonic. 

Stretch sound as you air-write and when your child is writing. 

Sound out a green word a few times with your child using your fingers-

one finger per sound. 

Hide it and let your child have a go at writing it. Keep sounding it out if 

your child is struggling. 

Repeat for another word.Reveal the correct spelling of the words and ask 

your child to check their work: they should tick all sounds that are correct 

and amend any mistakes. 

Practise sounding 

out and blending 

a few CVC words 

bed, kit, mud, 

cup, cot, bin 

 

Tue  

e   

(bouncy e-e-e-e-e) 

e-e-e-egg, e-e-e-elbow, e-e-e-elephant 

Green words: met, get, red, pen 

Air write the sound e 

Say lift off the top and scoop out the egg 

Please, follow the instructions from Monday 

Practise reading 

the CVC words: 

get, pan, gap, 

cot, fun, dig 

Wed 

l 

(stretchy lllllllll) keep your tongue pointed and curled behind 

your teeth 

llllorry, llllleg, lllllladder  

Green words: lip, let, sell, well 

Air write the sound l 

Say down the long leg 

Please follow the instructions from Monday 

Practise reading 

the CVC words: 

red, fan, can, 

dog, and, pin 

Thu 

h 

 Breathe out sharply onto your hand 

h-h-horse, h-h-hat, h-h-hen 

Green words: hen, hit, hop, hat 

Air write the sound h 

Say down the head to the hooves and over his back 

Please follow the instructions from Monday 

Practise reading 

the CVC words: 

log, lip, fit, pet, 

bad, tin 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqh11DN6jmbC-OTx1N8jpEo6uCTeTDszR
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Fri Revisit and review the sounds, green and red words taught this 

week at speed. 

-Practise writing the sounds f, e, l and h..  

-Have a go at writing the green words: fun, leg, hat 

CVC practise: 

had, bed, pot, 

fun, leg, man 

 

Phonics weekly plan for home learning 

To practise the correct pronunciation of these sounds hear some programmes to support your child’s home learning. 
Subscribe to the youtube channel Ruthmiskin Training to have a daily online RML session. This launched on Wednesday 25th March and will deliver new content every day practising 

set 1, set 2 and set 3 sounds on the channel. The link is  here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ 

Set 1 session streams 9.30am, set 2 streams 10am and set 3 streams 10.30am  Please note that the sessions are not lined up with where we are with the programme ( 

plans below) so use it as more support and a guide. Over the next few weeks they will have all the sessions on the channel as it rolls out. This is also a fun programme  to 

watch for after the phonics session https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqh11DN6jmbC-OTx1N8jpEo6uCTeTDszR Mr Thorne does Phonics. 

 

We are providing three different stages of phonic teaching. Please choose the stage that best suits the reading level of your child. Please ensure your child is 

confident in applying their phonic knowledge during reading and writing tasks before they move to a more challenging stage. 

 
Red words learnt so far: be, one, me, any, you, want, of, come, we, are, they, all, for, he, the, to, was, I, no, said, my, she, by 

SET 3 weekly  

phonic plan                                

Teach  Practise Apply 

Mon   -Please 

use this script 

of teaching 

phonics 

throughout the 

week 

Introduce the red word of the week: 

                       by 

Phoneme of the week: 

ure- are you sure it’s pure? 

-Say the sound 

-Say the grapheme(letter names) 

Show the green words to your child.  

Sound them out and ask your child to blend them. 

 

pure, sure, cure, picture, mixture, creature, 

future, adventure, temperature 

Show the green words to your child again. It is their turn to 

sound them and blend them. 

You could break down the words to help your child use a more 

practical way of decoding them. eg. pic/ture, fu/ture, 

ad/ven/ture, temp/er/a/ture 

Tue  

Revisit the red word and the phoneme 

of the week 

 

Green words to sound out and blend: 

pure, sure, cure, picture, mixture, creature, 

future, adventure, temperature 

 

Model writing a couple of the words 

Child to have a go at writing the green words. 

 

They need to sound them out first, break them down if needed, 

and then have a go at writing them. 

Show the words in the end for the child to check their work. 

Wed 

Revisit the red word and the phoneme 

of the week 

 

Model writing a sentence with the green words. eg I 

went on an adventure, I saw a hairy creature. 

 

Ask your child to choose a few of the green words and come up 

with their own sentences to write. 

Check the correct spelling of the green and red words and praise 

the child’s effort.  

Thu 

Revisit the red word and the phoneme 

of the week 

Model writing a longer sentence using a connective( 

and, because, with etc_) 

eg. I went on an adventure with my brother 

Ask your child to have a go at writing their own -ure sentences 

using connectives and red words. 

Fri Revision 

Revise all Set 3 Sounds learnt so 

far 
Revise all red words learnt so far 

 Please do a spelling test of all the red words learnt so far, including the new one. 

 

Children need to write them again if they are mispelt. 
Praise your child for their effort and hard work. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqh11DN6jmbC-OTx1N8jpEo6uCTeTDszR
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